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Gaye Strathearn, Thomas A. Wayment, and Daniel L. Deseret Book, , 42â€” Yet, while both audiences had
similar reactions, the two texts provide different reasons for the reactions. Yet the Nephite marveling also
arises from confusion as to how these two doctrines interact with one another. Thanks to the Dead Sea Scrolls,
we know that the literary genre of the beatitude predates Jesus. At least one scroll includes this presentation
style for Wisdom literature: Blessed are those who search for her with pure hands, and do not pursue her with
a treacherous heart. Christ was not unique in using the beatitude style in his presentation, but he did add
stylistic elements not found in other beatitude forms elsewhere. In particular, Jesus added a specific blessing to
each beatitude, a formal pattern not found in Sirach. Jesus also used another common teaching method known
today as the thesis-antithesis method. Like the rabbis and scribes of his day, Christ began by quoting the
scripture, and then he would interpret it. For example, in Matthew 5: Jesus employs the thesis-antithesis
method by quoting or referring to the Old Testament and then interpreting the text in question. This was then
followed by even more instruction. Moreover, as with the Beatitudes, his interpretations appear to have been
more than simple interpretations or commentary but instructions, even commandments, for obtaining
salvation. The instruction revealed in this thesis-antithesis builds upon the earlier text but also adds to it, even
suggesting that the earlier material is inadequate to bring about salvation. Thus, instead of providing various
interpretations as the rabbis did or a single interpretation linked to an historical event as in Qumran
commentaries, Jesus presented his own interpretation as an antithesis of the law, setting himself as the one
who can provide a true meaning to the law. This technique of quoting and then explaining thesis-antithesis is
similar to the peshers commentaries found in Qumran in which one reads a citation from scripture followed by
its true meaning within the Qumran community. For instance, the following is a pesher on Psalm As the
above shows, the members of the Qumran community interpreted the biblical verses in light of their particular
circumstances. In this case, from a generic statement concerning the Lord confirming the acts of the righteous,
the community saw application to the leader of their group, the Teacher of Righteousness, considered chosen
by God. The Talmudic Literatureâ€”set down in writing from the fourth century ADâ€”also reveals this
teaching style by providing the manner in which the rabbis of the first few centuries following Christ quoted
and then discussed the law. Here is an example with the interpretation of Exodus Scripture here deals with
both the Passover of Egypt and the Passover of subsequent generationsâ€”these are the words of R. This
passage deals with the Passover of Egypt, and hence [from it] I would know only about the Passover of Egypt.
How do I know about the Passover of subsequent generations? This passage as well as that one deals with
both the Passover of Egypt and the Passover of subsequent generations. Why, then, does Scripture have to say:
Isi the son of Akiba says: This ordinance prescribed for the Passover applies only to the body of the paschal
lamb. This is a common method found throughout these later Jewish texts. Revelation versus primacy of law.
While the above discussion has demonstrated that Christ innovated on recognized teaching methods, these
innovations functioned primarily to highlight the fact that Christ was the authority on the doctrines presented.
This explains the astonishment of the people mentioned in Matthew 7: The law as revelation was established
back in Exodus, when God met with Moses following the deliverance from Egypt. Unfortunately, the first law
was taken from Israel because of wickedness, and Israel was given another set of stone tablets: And the Lord
said unto Moses, Hew thee two other tables of stone, like unto the first, and I will write upon them also, the
words of the law, according as they were written at the first on the tables which thou brakest; but it shall not
be according to the first, for I will take away the priesthood out of their midst; therefore my holy order, and the
ordinances thereof, shall not go before them; for my presence shall not go up in their midst, lest I destroy
them. But I will give unto them the law as at the first, but it shall be after the law of a carnal commandment;
for I have sworn in my wrath, that they shall not enter into my presence, into my rest, in the days of their
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pilgrimage. Therefore do as I have commanded thee, and be ready in the morning, and come up in the morning
unto mount Sinai JST, Exodus As the Joseph Smith Translation of Exodus This neglect was one of the
central criticisms of the Old Testament prophets. Malachi, the last of the Old Testament prophets, chastised
the priests for performing impure sacrifices with the wrong intent and with insincerity see Malachi 1:
Following Malachi, centuries of apostasy further corroded the understanding of the law as a vehicle to greater
spiritual insight, let alone greater revelation; the performance of the law apparently became a series of rote
actions that one could engage in without much thought. Moreover, the concept of continuing revelation was
completely lost from the Jewish worship system. According to Josephus, writing in the first century AD, the
Pharisees believed that prophetic revelation such as found in the Bible had come to an end with the last
prophet, Malachi Against Apion I, 38â€” Similarly, in 1 Maccabees 9: Among the Pharisees, the interpretation
of sacred texts had succeeded prophetic revelation. As a supplement to Mosaic lawâ€”also called written
lawâ€”they had also begun the development of the oral law. A passage from the Talmud of Babylon, written
long after the life of Jesus, provides a good illustration of rabbinic conceptions of the law. Again he [Eliezer]
said to them: Eliezer, seeing that in all matters the halachah agrees with him! Joshua arose and exclaimed:
After the majority must one incline. Nathan met Elijah and asked him: What did the Holy One, Blessed be He,
do in that hour? The very way Jesus spoke testifiedâ€”to those among the audience who were able to
understandâ€”that direct revelation from heaven was not extinguished but alive and functioning again through
Christ. He proclaimed divine will as recognized in Joseph Smith Translation, Matthew 7: According to him,
the New Testament speaks on the one hand of the fulfillment of the sacrificial portions of the law, and on
another hand of the fulfillment of the ethical portions of the law. In fact, nowhere did Christ break the law of
Mosesâ€”the laws of the elders, yes, but not the law of Moses. The words of Jesus in Matthew Similarly, in
the Beatitudes Jesus taught the audience, using his authority to bless, in order to raise their spiritual awareness
of the ethical dimension of the law. Both are necessary requirements to individual revelation. Jesus sought to
raise the law to a higher level: Law is fulfilled when it takes on its full dimension and passes from the
horizontal level facts that may be seen by everybody to include the vertical level thoughts and intents known
by God alone. Humans may go beyond external and apparent perfection toward a true perfection, that of the
whole being, both external and internal. It highlights his unique role as the only qualified authority to provide
this instruction and restore the true power of the law of Moses after centuries of apostasy. Thus the
combination of these things created the astonishment in his listening audience. Yet the reasons for the New
World astonishment are different. First, the Nephites understood the purpose of the law of Moses; second,
they believed in the principle of continuing revelation; and third, unlike the Jews, the Nephites upon reception
of the sermon no longer lived the law of Moses. The Nephites, the law of Moses, and continuing revelation.
Like the Jews of the ancient world the Nephites lived the Mosaic law, but it seems clear that the function of
the law of Moses to point people toward Christ was clearly understood by the righteous in the Book of
Mormon. But notwithstanding the law of Moses, they did look forward to the coming of Christ, considering
that the law of Moses was a type of his coming, and believing that they must keep those outward performances
until the time that he should be revealed unto them. As these three references demonstrate, the law of Moses
was understood to lead one to Christ, [16] a doctrine that had been lost in the Old World. Another factor
influencing the difference in astonishment between the Matthean and Nephite audiences is the role of
revelation in the spiritual lives of the two communities. Whereas the Old World appears to have lost the
importance of personal and continual revelation, the Nephites had a continual understanding of the role of
authority that comes from the spirit of prophecy and from revelation see Alma The Book of Mormon testifies
of Nephite belief in revelation not only in teachings of ancient prophetsâ€”engraved on the brass platesâ€”but
also in the teachings of prophets in their own time, right up to the coming of Jesus, and long after his coming.
Jacob set out with clarity the different kinds of revelation: Behold, I testify unto you that I do know that these
things whereof I have spoken are true. And how do ye suppose that I know of their surety? Behold, I say unto
you they are made known unto me by the Holy Spirit of God. Behold, I have fasted and prayed many days that
I might know these things of myself. And now I do know of myself that they are true; for the Lord God hath
made them manifest unto me by his Holy Spirit; and this is the spirit of revelation which is in me. And
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moreover, I say unto you that it has thus been revealed unto me, that the words which have been spoken by our
fathers are true, even so according to the spirit of prophecy which is in me, which is also by the manifestation
of the Spirit of God. These references indicate that the Nephites believed that continuing revelation was
necessary not just for prophets but for anyone to grow spiritually and fulfill the plan of salvation and that
ancient and contemporary revelation served the same goal: We must remember that for the disciples in the
Holy Land this question of Mosaic Law was also complicated, even after the ascension of Jesus, as evidenced
by later New Testament texts see Acts 15; Romans 1â€”3; Galatians 1â€”3. Yet this declaration is missing
from the Sermon on the Mount because at the time of delivery the law of Moses was still in effect. Thus it
represents a uniquely Nephite aspect to the sermon. Nephite confusion of the doctrine is understandable when
one considers that the declaration follows the portion of his sermon that highlights the spiritual and ethical
elements of the law. Moreover, the rest of the sermon includes instruction that had been followed through the
observance of the law of Moses. Finally, the sermon concludes with Christ providing the Golden Rule and
promotes continued observance of this principle to the law: Yet, as we shall see, the answer to the confusion
will lie in the Nephite appreciation for prophetic revelation. When Christ noticed misunderstanding among
some of the Nephites, he took time to explain again, in 3 Nephi And he said unto them: Marvel not that I said
unto you that old things had passed away, and that all things had become new. Behold, I say unto you that the
law is fulfilled that was given unto Moses. Behold, I am he that gave the law, and I am he who covenanted
with my people Israel; therefore, the law in me is fulfilled, for I have come to fulfill the law; therefore it hath
an end. Behold, I do not destroy the prophets, for as many as have not been fulfilled in me, verily I say unto
you, shall all be fulfilled. And because I said unto you that old things have passed away, I do not destroy that
which hath been spoken concerning things which are to come.
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Estudios en homenaje a Mons. It will also take into account the distinct versions that have affected or not the
text of Song 2: Command, Hebrew text, Greek text, translation. El texto actual que posee- mos ha sido bien
conservado pero presenta ciertos problemas que podemos agrupar en: Leningrado El principal testimonio
textual hebreo es el manuscrito de Leningrado B 19a. Este mismo queda confirmado en E. Eerdmans, Grand
Rapid, , Hay una diferencia notable entre 2,7; 3,5; 8,4 y 5,8; en el primer grupo de textos se conjura por las
gacelas y las ciervas a no despertar al amor, mientras que en 5,8 se conjura a anunciar al amado el mensaje de
la enfer- medad de amor que la amada padece. Ct 3,,6 y la columna II: Se ubica en PAM Y para el fragmento
de la cueva 6: I 3, frg. Finalmente tenemos el Ms. Cant 1, y Col II: Para ver la dificultad que encierra en
significado de cf. Al comparar el texto griego con el hebreo, se observan las siguientes diferencias: Sendas del
amor, Verbo Divino, Estella , Sin embargo, la Sixto-Clementina y otros Mss, man- tienen neque. Que de amor
estoy enferma. Que me muero de amores. Flor Morla Luzarraga 2,7: Flor Morla Luzarraga 8,4: Existe
divergencia en torno al personaje a quien no hay que despertar. Eerdmans, Grand Rapid , Y no ve- 52 Cf. De
Reina y V.
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David Staveley Forum Activity Replied: Wed, Sep 19 5: I am not familiar with Jewish literature Talmud etc
but I want to be. Now I would like to learn how the Jews understood the giving of the Torah and angels. I read
from the Legends of the Jews how Moses went into heaven etc. How would you go about researching this?
Thanks in advance for any help: There is not one, single, agreed upon way to be Jewish. This is not to say
there was not still a solid core of beliefs and practices which on the whole united them together as "Jews",
with a shared historic tradition reaching back to the time of Abraham. But that shared tradition uniting them as
one people under God cannot mask how serious the disagreements were. There are currently 5 types of
Judaism in the world today: Back in the first century, there were major divisions that lead to fractious
in-fighting, and ultimately, even war the Maccabean war was essential a major disagreement over whether or
not they should resist cultural assimilation from Hellenism and who was qualified to be High Priest. When I
first started learning about Judaism some 40 years ago, I followed the then "received wisdom" of the time: If
you wanted to know about the Pharisees, you learnt Rabbinic Judaism. This is because for at least a couple of
hundred years, due mostly to the dominance and control of Rabbinic Judaism, it was ubiquitous belief that the
traditions of the Pharisees were passed on to the Rabbis, in an unbroken chain of tradition reaching as far back
to Sinai itself. From the time of its birth in the Second Century CE, Rabbinic Judaism has instigated some very
important innovations in how the study of Torah was conducted, none of which can be traced back to the First
Century. Whereas it is true that the Mishnah and the Talmud do preserve some traditions and practices which
reach back to the Pharisees, the vast majority of the traditions, practices, and laws technically referred to as
"halakhah" that you find in the Mishnah and Talmud were much later than the First Century. I wish I had
known this when I started my Rabbinic training. I now know that the best sources for First Century Judaism
are found in what is technically referred to as "Second Temple" literature - the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha,
and the Dead Sea Scrolls. Indeed, preeminently, the Dead Sea Scrolls. I became a "Scrolls scholar" some 30
years ago when I first became aware of how important the Scrolls are to our knowledge of Early Christianity:
You see, Christianity and the sectarians at Qumran had a common, shared tradition-history. This was a
peculiar and particular form of Apocalyptic Judaism, which had a very pronounced Eschatology i. It is this
common tradition-history that accounts for the striking similarities in both language and ideas between them.
A theory which continues to rear its ugly head every now and then. So, I am sorry to be the bearer of bad
news. Logos do some fine Dead Sea Scrolls resources. A New Translation", by Martin Abegg, for the
translations.
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Adams and Michael D. Biological and genetic processes -- Part 2: The social context of adolescence -- Part 3:
Developmental patterns and processes -- Part 4: Personal relationships -- Part 5: The Scientific Study of
Adolescent Development: Keating -- Socialization and Self-Development: Brown -- Contexts for Mentoring:
Diversity in Developmental Trajectories Across Adolescence: Flanagan -- Applying Developmental Science:
I3 K76 EB Identity in adolescence [electronic resource]: J87 EB The justice motive in adolescence and young
adulthood [electronic resource]: Popular culture, everyday life and the matrix of national identity. Inventory
List Produced Tuesday, February 1, at 7: Popular culture and national identity. Everyday life and national
identity. The redistribution of national identity -- Geography and landscape: The nation as bounded space.
Ideological rural national landscapes. Sites of popular culture and assembly. Conclusion -- Performing
national identity. Formal rituals and invented ceremonies. Conclusion -- Material culture and national identity.
Social relations and object worlds. Commodities and national identity. Material culture and semiotics. Things
in place and out of place. The biographies of objects. Automobiles and national car cultures. Conclusion -Representing the nation: Geographies of William Wallace. Other representations of Wallace. The reception of
Braveheart outside Scotland. Conclusion -- Exhibiting national identity at the turn of the millennium. D EB
Dreaming and the self [electronic resource]: C55 M35 EB Dream time with children [electronic resource]: S44
EB Self-initiation for the solitary witch [electronic resource]: F EB Progressive witchcraft [electronic
resource]: D EB Art, origins, otherness [electronic resource]: E45 M EB Disgust [electronic resource]:
Produced Tuesday, February 1, at 7: E8 G86 EB Production of presence [electronic resource]: P78 A75 EB
Theatre and consciousness [electronic resource]: R53 EB Real ethics [electronic resource]: V45 Vice and
virtue in everyday life: Good and evil -- Theories of moral conduct -- Virtue -- Vice -- Freedom and
responsibility -- Self-respect -- Morality and the family -- Morality and society. R48 EB Rethinking evil
[electronic resource]: Bernstein -- Reflections on the banality of radical evil: Alexander -- The evil that men
do: Bernstein -- Narrating evil: William King ; translated from the Latin, with large notes ; to which are added,
two sermons, by the same author, the former concerning divine prescience, the latter on the fall of man.
Cooper -- Can a random collection of individuals be morally responsible? F8 G EB Friendship [electronic
resource]: S37 EB Extreme virtue [electronic resource]: B EB Operation excellence [electronic resource]: R
EB Mystical consciousness [electronic resource]: Western philosophies of consciousness. Brentano -- Husserl
-- Sartre -- Lonergan -- Complementary contributions. From intentionality to consciousness: Searle -- Degrees
of consciousness: Crosby -- Further clarifications: Helminiak -- Affective side: Morelli -- Accounts of
mystical consciousness. Forman on pure consciousness events -- Realm of transcendence according to
Lonergan -- Moore on the "how" of Inventory List Produced Tuesday, February 1, at 7: Emptiness of the
human intellect -- No awareness -- Nothingness -- Detached love without a why -- Is the soul equated with
God? Feeling -- Prereflective and reflective consciousness -- Absolute dependence -- Three kinds of
consciousness -- Dialogue with Zen philosophy. Western views of the self. Arguing against the self -- Arguing
for the self -- Transcending the self -- Japanese views of the self. Suzuki -- Nishitani -- Western view of
nothingness. Spirits of capitalism and the commodification of the soul. Lord, bondsman, and churchman: The
souls of Europe: M4 M48 EB Metaphysical healing [electronic resource]: Parker, and Philip M. S8 B53 EB
Kings, nobles and commoners [electronic resource]: B37 EB A culture of conspiracy [electronic resource]:
The nature of conspiracy belief -- Millennialism, conspiracy, and stigmatized knowledge -- New world order
conspiracies I: H85 EB Lives in spirit [electronic resource]: B53 EB Finding the center within [electronic
resource]: The key-- Week one: Know where you are -- Week two: Find a path to the center -- Part II: The
door -- Weeks three and four: A gentle approach to meditation -- Week five: Bring meditation into your life -Week six: Look deeply at your life -- Part III: The path -- Week seven: Work with dreams -- Week eight:
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Transform negative emotions -- Week nine: Cultivate healthy relationships -- Week ten: Meditate on paper -Part IV: Arriving home -- Week eleven and beyond: What kind of a Buddha are you? W65 C65 EB
Landscapes, gender, and ritual space [electronic resource]: B J37 EB Tales for the dying [electronic resource]:
McNeal -- Margins at the center: Y63 C43 EB Reconciling yogas [electronic resource]: V66 EB The sinister
way [electronic resource]: Ancestors, ghosts, and Gods in ancient China -- The Han cult of the dead and
salvific religion -- Shanxiao:
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The caves in which the scrolls were found Remains of the west wing of the main building at Qumran. None
were found within the settlement, unless it originally encompassed the caves. In the winter of â€”47,
Palestinian Muhammed edh-Dhib and his cousin discovered the caves, and soon afterwards the scrolls. Trever
reconstructed the story of the scrolls from several interviews with the Bedouin. He retrieved a handful of
scrolls, which Trever identifies as the Isaiah Scroll , Habakkuk Commentary, and the Community Rule
originally known as "Manual of Discipline" , and took them back to the camp to show to his family. None of
the scrolls were destroyed in this process, despite popular rumor. At some point during this time, the
Community Rule was split in two. Undaunted, the Bedouin went to a nearby market, where a Syrian Christian
offered to buy them. A sheikh joined their conversation and suggested they take the scrolls to Khalil Eskander
Shahin, "Kando", a cobbler and part-time antiques dealer. After examining the scrolls and suspecting their
antiquity, Mar Samuel expressed an interest in purchasing them. Four scrolls found their way into his hands:
More scrolls soon surfaced in the antiquities market, and Professor Eleazer Sukenik and Professor Benjamin
Mazar , Israeli archaeologists at Hebrew University, soon found themselves in possession of three, The War
Scroll , Thanksgiving Hymns , and another, more fragmented, Isaiah scroll. No deal was reached, and instead
the scrolls caught the attention of Dr. Trever, of the American Schools of Oriental Research ASOR , who
compared the script in the scrolls to that of The Nash Papyrus , the oldest biblical manuscript then known, and
found similarities between them. Trever, a keen amateur photographer, met with Mar Samuel on February 21,
, when he photographed the scrolls. The quality of his photographs often exceeded the visibility of the scrolls
themselves over the years, as the ink of the texts quickly deteriorated after they were removed from their linen
wrappings. Ad for "Dead Sea Scrolls" in the Wall Street Journal The scrolls were analyzed using a cyclotron
at the University of California , Davis where it was found that the black ink used was iron-gall ink. By the end
of , nearly two years after their discovery, scholars had yet to locate the cave where the fragments had been
found. With unrest in the country at that time, no large-scale search could be undertaken. Sellers attempted to
get the Syrians to help him locate the cave, but they demanded more money than he could offer. Finally, Cave
1 was discovered, on January 28, , by a United Nations observer. On July 1, the scrolls, after delicate
negotiations and accompanied by three people including the Metropolitan, arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York. They were purchased by Prof. Mazar and the son of Prof. Survey of the Caves The caves
surrounding Qumran are numbered based upon the order of their discovery and their production of scrolls and
scroll fragments. Thus, caves and 4 are very close to the settlement at Qumran, while caves 1, 3, and 11 are
farther away. Likewise, there are hundreds of other caves surrounding Qumran discovered both before and
after the 11 scroll caves that did not produce scrolls and are therefore not numbered as scroll caves. Below is a
summary of each of the Qumran Caves: Cave 1 Cave 1 was discovered in the winter or spring of The original
seven scrolls from Cave 1 are:
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In Mark we hear of no conversation between Jesus and Satan and no one appeals to Scripture. How- ever, in
the Gospels of Matthew and Luke readers are presented with much more. These evangelists augment the
Markan account of the temptation with a block of This essay was published in Celebrating the Dead Sea
Scrolls: A Canadian Contribution, edited by Peter W. Flint, Jean Duhaime, and Kyung S. Early Judaism and
Its Literature Society of Biblical Literature. Jesus need not fear, for, after all, the Scripture assures: For he will
give his angels charge of you to guard you in all your ways. On their hands they will bear you up, lest you
dash your foot against a stone. On their hands they will bear you up, lest you strike your foot against a stone.
Commentators have long suspected that this psalm was understood as offering assurance against demonic
affliction. This is seen in rabbinic interpretation, in the targumic para- phrase, and in an apparent allusion to
the text in the Greek Testament of Levi. Nevertheless, some interpreters have expressed reservations, arguing
that the rabbinic and targumic traditions are too late to be of use in New Testament inter- pretation and that the
apparent allusion to Psalm 91 in the Testament of Levi is either too vague or may actually be a Christian gloss.
However, the discovery at Qumran of Psalm 91 in combination with exorcism psalms has pretty well settled
the matter once and for all: Psalm 91 apparently was understood in the time of Jesus as offering divine
assurances of protection against demonic powers. In what follows we shall look at 11Q11 11QapocrPs , in
which we find three? At the end of the essay I shall return to the question of Jesus and Psalm Among other
things, we are told: And songs to perform over the possessed: This scroll seems to comprise three
extracanonical psalms plus Psalm 91, for four psalms in all. Given the Ara- maic paraphrase of Psalm 91, later
rabbinic understanding of it, and its quotation in the temptation of Jesus, the appearance of Psalm 91 in 11Q11
strongly suggests that this psalm was understood as an exorcism psalm not only at Qumran but among many
Jews in the time of Jesus. The targumic and rabbinic understanding of Psalm 91 as an exorcism psalm may
well represent late traditions, but these traditions appear to be based on an ancient interpretation, attested in
11Q11, the Q story of the temptation of Jesus, and perhaps also the Testament of Levi. The exorcism psalms
of 11Q11 are as follows. See also James A. Clarendon, , 48, 92â€” Forty Years of Research ed. For Hebrew
text and translation, see James A. Concerning the words of incantation] in the name of [the Lord â€¦ the ac]t of
Solomon when he invok[ed the name of the Lord â€¦ the sp]irits and the demons [â€¦]these are [the de]mons.
And the pr[ince of hosti]ity, [he is Belial w]ho [rules] over the dep[ths of dark]ness [â€¦ to] magni[fy the Go]d
of [â€¦] his people accomplish healing [â€¦upon] your name finds support. Take strength [â€¦] the heavens [â€¦
w]ho separated [â€¦ Who are y]ou? Who m[ade â€¦] and the port[ents â€¦] earth? The Lord is the on[e who]
made ev[erything â€¦] his [â€¦] adjur- ing all the an[gels â€¦] all the proge[ny â€¦] who stand in service before
[him â€¦ he]avens and [all] the earth [â€¦] who send upon [â€¦ear]th sin and upon every hu[man â€¦] they know
his wondr[ous works] which they cannot [â€¦ the Lor]d. If [they] do not [â€¦] from before the Lord [â€¦] to kill
a soul [â€¦] the Lord and they will fear that great [â€¦ o]ne among you [â€¦] a th[ousand â€¦] from the servants
of the Lor[d â€¦ g]reat [blow] and [â€¦ and] great [â€¦] adjuring [â€¦] and the great by [â€¦] a mighty one and he
will pur[sue â€¦] the whole earth. And by his burning wrath [he will send] against you a mighty angel [â€¦ all
his co]mmands which [â€¦] pity against you, wh[o â€¦] over all those who [will send] you to the great pit [and
to] deepest [Sheol], and far from the ab[ode â€¦] will lie down, and darkness [â€¦] forever, and Cave
HarperSanFrancisco, , â€” For scholarly discussion of these exorcism psalms, see M. Published in Memory of
Maurice Baillet ed. Brill, , â€” For your appearance is [nothing], and your horns are horns of sand. Cook, The
Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation San Francisco: HarperSanFran- cisco, 19 , Only a few words and
phrases of the first exorcism psalm survive. That it was thought to be Davidic is plausible, but it is only an
educated guess. However, the exorcistic orientation of the fragmentary psalm is evident. The word appears in
Ps The opening words of the second exorcism psalm are missing. Perhaps it was originally attributed to
David. Israelites, however, regarded him as a demon as in Deut One is reminded of the beast of Daniel 7,
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which possessed ten horns and fought against the saints Dan 7: The author of the exorcism psalm does not fear
the horns of Resheph cf. Raphael is an angel of healing cf. The content of Psalm 91 readily lends itself to an
exorcistic function. Psalm 91 in Aramaic The Psalms Targum has received relatively little scholarly attention,
though in recent years that has begun to change. The language of the Targum seems to be a form of Palestinian
Aramaic,16 and it gives evidence here and there of very old interpretive tradition. The exorcistic orientation of
Psalm 91 offers an interesting example of this. Armin Lange, Hermann Lichtenberger, and K. Presented to
James H. Charlesworth on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday ed. Henderson and Gerbern S. For brief reports
of the history of scholarship, complete with bibliography, see Craig A. The Function of the Old Testament in
the New ed. Hendrickson, , 44â€”91, esp. Stec, The Targum of Psalms: Biblical Studies 1; Piscataway N.
Gorgias Press, , 1â€” Edwards does not discuss Tg. Stec, Targum of Psalms, 2. See also Edward M. Brill, ,
â€”, esp. You will call to remembrance the Holy Name, and a thousand will fall at your left side, and ten
thousand at your right hand; but they will not come near you to do harm. You will only look with your eyes,
and you will see how the wicked are being destroyed. Solomon answered, and this is what he said: The Lord
of the World responded, and this is what he said: The targumic paraphrase reflects a very old See Stec,
Targum of Psalms, 6. For several important studies of the general topic, see Lange et al. Translation based on
Stec, Targum of Psalms, Words in italics indicate places where the Aramaic differs from the Hebrew. This
tradition was known to Josephus and was greatly embellished in the pseudepigraphal Testa- ment of Solomon,
a work that probably originated in first-century Jewish circles and was later expanded and enriched in
Christian circles. Amulets and magical papyri from later times attest the popularity of Solomon and his ring.
What man can live and never see death? Who can deliver his soul from the power of Sheol? Let not the
slanderer be established in the land; let evil hunt down the violent man speedily! The association of the angel
of death with Gehenna is to be noted. The wicked can expect to be struck down in Gehenna by the angel of
death. Demons num- ber among the allies of the angel of death. Accordingly, demons also plague the wicked
cf. For more on demons, see G. Schiff man and James C. It occurs some fi ft y times in the Hebrew Bible cf.
Both d and qyzm are frequently found in rabbinic literature. Not only does the context in the Psalms Targum
suggest this, but this is how the passage is understood in rabbinic interpretation: Th is wily survivor of the
great Jewish rebellion tells of one Eleazar, an exorcist who made use of incantations and various items said to
be handed down from Solo- mon. Now so great was the prudence and wisdom that God granted Solomon, that
he surpassed the ancients, and even the Egyptians. And God granted him knowledge of the art used against
demons for the benefit and healing of peo- ple. He also composed incantations, by which illnesses are
relieved, and left behind forms of exorcisms with which those possessed by demons drive them out, never to
return. And this kind of cure is of very great power among us to this day, for I have seen a certain Eleazar, a
countryman of mine, in the pres- ence of Vespasian, his sons, tribunes, and a number of other soldiers, free
men possessed by demons, and this was the manner of the cure:
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